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TRANSCRIPT

Wayne Lyons 0:04

Hey, greetings on another fabulous Friday. Welcome to Empire for the youth. We are here cracking the genius code. This is an opportunity. We are going to meet every Friday. 
2pm. Just an opportunity to invite the community. Invite any leader, any student of life, a person seeking light, seeking knowledge, seeking love and an opportunity to find an 
environment  in the community that is iron, sharpen and iron represent excellence and represent the future leaders of tomorrow, how do we make tomorrow a better day, and 
that is by learning the lessons from today and being present and making sure that with each other, we could not only encourage each other inspire each other, but also just 
keep each other accountable, you know, we set some goals if we have plans that we want to see come to fruition, it takes work, you know, faith without works, is dead.

Wayne Lyons 1:02

So this is an opportunity that we could all come together, keep each other accountable and keep each other to encourage and this. It is a crazy world, but you know, it is really 
what we create. So we have the technology, we have the tools and but most importantly, we man am. I know I was going to say. Please not tell me I am going to mute. Mr 
Anthony Benton with me from Pinnacles. Hey, greetings, greetings, happy Friday, peace and love. So just I will pass it. Yes, sir, I will pass it over to you really.

iPhone 1:35

And yes, sir, thank you for your time allowing me to be part of this platform again the so just 1 correction. So it will be 12 of the clock Pacific and this is where I am calling from 
Las Vegas, 2 of the Clock Central, 3 of the Clock Eastern. And you know our premise is just to continue. As Mr. Lyon said, cracking the genius code, having different topics, 
speakers, different opportunities  each week for business entrepreneurs  and anybody that is really like minded and wanting to grow, and the topics are the field of discussion, 
we will have, you know, quarterly, different topics, ideas and, you know, a calendar that people can join in and pick and choose really what we are going to be selecting and 
having different speakers go over, but for us, you know, I think this is just a great opportunity to really as Mr.

iPhone 2:40

S. I have get the community engaged together for all of us as you know, community developers growers of what we are doing in our fields and gaining insights and 
perspective on the stuff that we can share, you know, we will be giving away gift cards and vacations and networking like like in person networking opportunities  that we can 
meet up. So, you know for us to be able to connect with the with you guys in person and to see where this is going to be able to continue to grow, I think is very exciting. I am 
honored and blessed to be a part of this and you know, I am really looking forward to the amount of growth and how far we are going to be able to come a year to and beyond
from now. So again, this will be something that we are doing every single week.

iPhone 3:38

Fridays and 12 of the Clock Pacific Time to Central, 3 Eastern. And just please be a part of what we are doing and give your feedback, give your insights. This is not something 
that is strictly ran by myself or Mr. Lions, we are just thought leaders and that is why we have. They have labeled it cracking the genus code so that we can attract other 
thought leaders and individuals and many different fields to come share and collaborate together and to be able to grow and mutual space. And thank you guys for being a 
part of this and for your time and I look forward to seeing you here and hopefully in person in the future.

Wayne Lyons 4:31

Yes, sir, thank you so much for that, Mr. Benson, and that is the main goal. We have an opportunity these tools. We have, you know, opportunities  through systems and 
protocols that we could record these calls, post them on Youtube. And the people that are here present with us, they could be live and on the calls with us, but also we could 
encourage anybody in any other space you guys could form these same groups yourself. You know, post the video to Youtube, but tag us so that way we could keep keep the 
communication  connected, so that way we are all working on 1 same common platform we are using the virtual space to be everywhere, similar to what we stand on God's 
love, understanding  that he is omni present, you know, all present in all places at all times and knowing all things, so we have an opportunity to be in his likeness, being his 
image, you know, so spreading the word ****** and love and just encouragement  and Inspiration to go where where the puck is flowing, you know, the Wayne Grassy.

Wayne Lyons 5:36

We are not we are not skating to where we have been already. We go to where it is going, you know, we know technology is the new age, so. Now we are excited about the 
the networking space, the the resources and the leaders that we have working with us, you know. So as a just I not sharpening iron, you guys have many things to choose 
from. Whether you join this call, the wake up call, whether it is the business call all the things that will help a person to succeed in life. That is what we want to make sure this 
space is here to help us all with because we all need it. We all we are lifting as we climb. That is something that I learned. Back when I was in college and just for for the call, I 
mean, I am not I am not sure who may or may not know, but, you know, going going to Stanford University pledging or fraternity playing football, having an opportunity to learn
discipline, learn life skills that truly help create resilience within me.

Wayne Lyons 6:38

So being an entrepreneur, it requires that and I am not sure if I went off stream, sorry about that, but just talking about the resilience of being an entrepreneur, resilience, so 
being young, being ambitious, but also having the courage to step outside of the greedy screenings outside of the typical bounds, the there, this is my mo 1 thing I leave with 
with the call today back in middle school, high school. My mom always challenged me with this 1 thing. She said there to be different, dare to be different, so understanding  
just because everybody's doing it do not make it right, but the thing that you are willing to do that others are not. That is what makes you great. I said it again, so doing what 
everybody else is doing does not make it right, but you being willing to do what everybody else is not is what makes you great, so put in the work, believe in yourself, surround
yourself with a healthy environment , the support you need.



Wayne Lyons 7:53

Now let this be 1 of those spaces for everybody who wants to join, and we are going to do it every week for the family, for the community, for everybody that believes in light, 
love and liberty. It is an honor to to host this space and like we said, we it is not about us, it is about everybody that comes to be present and a part of this that is what makes 
this go. So it is teamwork that makes the dream work. It is an honor to be able to be here with each other. Put it like that. And once again, hard pinnacle empire for the youth 
mastermind consulting group. We are here to make sure you know that God is love and love conquers all. Look forward to joining you soon.


